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•  Traditionally, a serial program views the 
problem at hand as follows: 

 
•  Breaks the problem into discrete instructions
•  Execute instructions sequentially
•  Execute on a single processor
•  At one time, only one instruction is executed by 

the CPU.

Parallel Programming– an introduction 



•  Parallel computing looks at exploiting the potential 
to break the problem into sets of instructions which 
can be executed simultaneously i.e. : 
•  Break the problem into discrete parts which can run 

independent of one another
•  The instructions in each part can be sequential in 

nature
•  Each part run on different compute units
•  There should be some sort of global process to 

coordinate and control the workflow

Parallel Programming– contd.. 



•  For a processing unit as a compute resource, computing 
architectures can be classified as: 
•  SISD- Single Instruction stream, Single Data 

stream

•  SIMD- Single Instruction stream, Multiple Data 
streams

•  MISD- Multiple Instruction streams, Single Data 
stream

•  MIMD- Multiple Instruction streams, Multiple Data 
streams

Parallel Architectures 



Parallel Architectures – contd.. 

Shared memory architecture:
All processors share a global memory 
address space, dealing the same data 
but can perform individual tasks.

•  Uniform Memory Access 
(UMA) 

 
•  Non-Uniform Memory 

Access (NUMA) 

For the memory as a compute resource,  a machine can 
be seen as:  

CC-UMA 

CC-NUMA 



Parallel Architectures – contd.. 

Distributed memory architecture:
Each processor has its own local 
memory and data is transferred across 
the processes through the network.

Hybrid (distributed – shared) 
Memory architecture



Depending on the architecture at hand, following are 
the commonly used programming models:
•  Shared memory model

•  Without threads (e.g. using locks and semaphores)
•  Thread model (e.g. pthreads, OpenMP)

•  Distributed Memory Model (Message Passing Interface MPI) 

•  Data parallel model (e.g. Partitioned Global memory address space PGAS)

•  Hybrid (e.g. MPI+OpenMP or MPI+CUDA)

Parallel Programming Models 



•  Industry-standard shared memory programming model
•  Developed in 1997
•  Simplifies the writing of multithreaded programs in 

Fortran, C and C++
•  OpenMP Architecture Review Board (ARB) determines 

additions and updates to standard

API- Application Programming Interface 

About OpenMP

  

OpenMP is an API for writing multithreaded applications 



•  Parallelize small parts of an application, one at a time 
(beginning with most time-critical parts)

•  Can express simple or complex algorithms
•  Code size grows only modestly
•  Expression of parallelism flows clearly, so code is easy to 

read
•  Single source code for OpenMP and non-OpenMP 

•  Compilers simply ignore OpenMP directives if not compiled with OpenMP 
support.

Advantages of OpenMP

  



OpenMP API is a combination of
-  Directives
-  Runtime library routines
-  Environment variables

This API falls into three categories
-  Expression of parallelism (flow control)
-  Data sharing among threads (communication)
-  Synchronization (coordination or interaction)

OpenMP Programming Model

  



Parallelism in OpenMP
Shared memory, thread-based parallelism
Explicit parallelism (parallel regions)
Fork/join model

  

Source: https://computing.llnl.gov/tutorials/openMP/ 



OpenMP Directives



OpenMP Directives
•  Syntax overview
•  Parallel
•  Loop
•  Sections
•  Synchronization
•  Reduction
 

Source: wikipedia



•  Basic format
#pragma omp directive-name [clause] newline

•  All directives followed by newline
•  Uses pragma construct (pragma = Greek for “thing done”)
•  Case sensitive
•  Directives follow standard rules for C/C++ compiler directives
•  Use curly braces (not on pragma line) to denote scope of directive
•  Long directive lines can be continued by escaping newline character with 

\

Syntax Overview: C/C++



Syntax Overview: Fortran
Basic format:

sentinel directive-name [clause]

•  Three accepted sentinels: 
!$omp     *$omp      c$omp

•  Some directives paired with end clause
Fixed-form code:
•  Any of three sentinels beginning at column 

1
•  Initial directive line has space/zero in 

column 6
•  Continuation directive line has an 

ampersand as the last non-blank character in 
a line. 
C$OMP BLAH BLAH  
C$OMP& BLAH BLAH 2

•  Standard rules for fixed-form line length, 
spaces, etc. apply

      PROGRAM HELLO
      INTEGER ID, NTHRDS
C$OMP PARALLEL PRIVATE(ID)
      ID = OMP_GET_THREAD_NUM()
      PRINT *, 'HELLO WORLD FROM THREAD', ID
C$OMP BARRIER
      IF ( ID .EQ. 0 ) THEN
        NTHRDS = OMP_GET_NUM_THREADS()
        PRINT *, 'THERE ARE', NTHRDS, 'THREADS'
      END IF
C$OMP END PARALLEL
      END



Syntax Overview: Fortran contd… 

Free-form code:
•  !$omp only accepted sentinel
•  Sentinel can be in any column, 

but must be preceded by only 
white space and followed by a 
space

•  Line to be continued must end 
in & and following line begins 
with sentinel

•  Standard rules for free-form 
apply (line length, spaces, etc)

program hello90
 integer:: id, nthreads
   !$omp parallel &
   !$omp private(id)
   id = omp_get_thread_num()
   write (*,*) 'Hello World from thread', id
   !$omp barrier
   if ( id == 0 ) then
     nthreads = omp_get_num_threads()
     write (*,*) 'There are', nthreads, 
'threads'
   end if
   !$omp end parallel
end program



To execute a block of code by multiple threads

Syntax:
C/C++

#pragma omp parallel private(list)\  
shared (list)
{
   /* parallel section */
}

Fortran
!$omp parallel private(list) &
!$omp shared(list)

 ! parallel section
!$omp end parallel

OpenMP Directives: Parallel

  



#include <stdio.h>
#include <omp.h>

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) {

int tid;

printf(“Hello world from threads:\n”);

#pragma omp parallel private(tid)

{

tid = omp_get_thread_num();
printf(“<%d>\n”, tid);

}

printf(“I am sequential now\n”);

return 0;

}

Simple Example (C/C++)

  



program hello

integer tid, omp_get_thread_num

write(*,*) ‘Hello world from threads:’

!$omp parallel private(tid)

tid = omp_get_thread_num()

write(*,*) ‘<‘, tid, ‘>’

!$omp end parallel

write(*,*) ‘I am sequential now’

end

Simple Example (Fortran)

  



Here is how to access tutorial material: 
cd $MYSCRATCH
git clone git://github.com/PawseySupercomputing/Develop-with-
OpenMP.git

change directory
cd Develop-with-OpenMP

There should be a workbench directory containing Exercises as 
subdirectories. This is where you can develop your own code. There 
are solutions in the Solutions directory to examine how to achieve the 
required goals set out for each exercise.

 

Access to exercises 



So now you have the code repository; change 
directory to 
> cd Workbench/Exercise1/c 
or 
> cd Workbench/Exercise1/ftn 
Complete the code hello_omp.c or hello_omp.f90 and 
> make

This should compile an executable hello-omp
To run this copy the job-script-template  
> sbatch hello-omp.slurm

 

Exercise 1: Hello World in OpenMP 



Output (Simple Example)
Output 1
Hello world from threads: 
<0> 
<1> 
<2>
<3> 
<4> 
I am sequential now

Output 2
Hello world from threads: 
<1> 
<2>
<0> 
<4> 
<3> 
I am sequential now

  

Order	  of	  execu+on	  is	  scheduled	  by	  the	  OS!!!!!!	  



Sometimes, need to make sure threads execute regions of 
code in proper order

•  Maybe one part depends on another part being completed
•  Maybe only one thread need execute a section of code

Synchronization directives
•  Critical
•  Barrier
•  Single
•  Master

OpenMP Directives: Synchronization

  



OpenMP Directives: Synchronization

Critical
Specifies section of code that 
must be executed by only one 
thread at a time
Syntax: C/C++

#pragma omp critical (name)
Fortran

!$omp critical (name)
!$omp end critical

Names are global identifiers – 
critical regions with same name  
are treated as same region

For example if x and y are tabulated in separate 
list then it is important to protect each list on 
thread level. 

int read_list(float* a, int type)
void work(int index, float* a)

void main(){
#pragma omp parallel shared(x, y)\
 private(ix_next, iy_next)
   {
    #pragma omp critical (xaxis)
     ix_next = read_list(&x,0);
     work(ix_next, &x);

    #pragma omp critical (yaxis)
     iy_next = read_list(&y,1);
     work(iy_next, &y);
   }
}

  



Barrier
Synchronizes all threads: thread reaches barrier and 
waits until all other threads have reached barrier, then 
resumes executing code following barrier
Syntax: C/C++ Fortran

#pragma omp barrier !$OMP barrier

•  Implicit barrier in some directives, e.g., omp for
•  Use nowait clause to avoid this

OpenMP Directives: Synchronization

  



Single
•  Enclosed code is to be executed by only one 

thread, whichever reaches it first.
•  Useful for thread-unsafe sections of code (e.g., I/O)
Syntax:
C/C++              Fortran
#pragma omp single           !$omp single

    !$omp end single

OpenMP Directives: Synchronization

  



Master
•  Enclosed code is to be executed by the master 

thread only, usually thread 0. All other threads skip 
this block of code.

•  There is no implied barrier with this call
Syntax: 
     C/C++     Fortran

#pragma omp master      !$omp master
     !$omp end master

OpenMP Directives: Synchronization



Calculating value of Pi 

Source: Tim Mattson’s presentation from SC08 



One can think of coding for this algorithm as follows:
-  Define the width (delta x) of each rectangle, lets call it the step 
-  Define how many steps to take in total
-  Evaluate the height of each rectangle 
-  Pi = step times (sum of heights)
There should be a demo code in Develop-with-OpenMP/
Workbench/Exercise1/c or ftn
Complete the code to implement the above discussed algorithm 
make it and run it. 
sbatch pi-serial.slurm
Try increasing number of steps, recompile and run to see the difference in compute 
time. 

Exercise 2: Calculating Pi -- Serial version 



•  Using CrayPAT 
-  module load perftools 
-  make (be sure to have –g included when building. Check CFLAGS 

in Makefile)
Instrument the code 
-  pat_build pi-serial.out
Execute instrumented code
-  aprun –n NTASKS pi-serial.out+pat 
Generate profiling report
-  pat_report pi-serial.out+pat.xf

Profiling Pi-serial 



VARIABLE SCOPE
“M119A2 Scope” by Georgia National Guard, source: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ganatlguard/5934238668/sizes/l/in/photostream/



•  By default, all variables are shared except
•  Certain loop index values – private by default
•  Local variables and value parameters within 

subroutines called within parallel region – private
•  Variables declared within lexical extent of parallel 

region – private

Variable Scope

  



Default Scope Example
void caller(int *a, int n) {
int i,j,m=3;
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i=0; i<n; i++) {
  int k=m;
  for (j=1; j<=5; j++) {
    callee(&a[i], &k, j);
  }
}
}
void callee(int *x, int *y, 
int z) {
  int ii;
  static int count;
  count++;
  for (ii=1; ii<z; ii++) {
    *x = *y + z;
  }
}

Var	   Scope	   Comment	  
a shared	   Declared	  outside	  parallel	  construct	  

n shared	   same	  

i private	   Parallel	  loop	  index	  

j shared	   Sequen7al	  loop	  index	  

m shared	   Declared	  outside	  parallel	  construct	  

k private	   Automa7c	  variable/parallel	  region	  

x private	   Passed	  by	  value	  

*x shared	   (actually	  a)	  

y private	   Passed	  by	  value	  

*y private	   (actually	  k)	  

z private	   (actually	  j)	  

ii private	   Local	  stack	  variable	  in	  called	  func7on	  

count shared	   Declared	  sta7c	  (like	  global)	  

  



•  Good programming practice: explicitly declare 
scope of all variables

•  This helps you as programmer understand how 
variables are used in program

•  Reduces chances of data race conditions or 
unexplained behavior

Variable Scope



Syntax
shared(list)

One instance of shared variable, and each thread can read or modify 
it
WARNING: watch out for multiple threads simultaneously 
updating same variable, or one reading while another writes
Example

counter =0;
#pragma omp parallel for shared(a)\ 
firstprivate(counter)
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
  a[i] += i;
  counter ++; // may be use omp critical or atomic here??
}

Variable Scope: Shared



Variable Scope: Shared – Bad Example
#pragma omp parallel for shared(n_eq)
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
  if (a[i] == b[i]) {
    n_eq++;
  }
}

n_eq will not be updated correctly
Instead, put n_eq++; in critical block (slow) or introduce 
private variable my_n_eq, then update n_eq in critical 
block after loop (faster)



Syntax
private(list)

Gives each thread its own copy of variable
Example

#pragma omp parallel private(i, my_n_eq)
{

my_n_eq=0;
  #pragma omp for
  for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
    if (a[i] == b[i])  my_n_eq++;
  }
  #pragma omp critical (update_sum)
  {
    n_eq+=my_n_eq;
  }
}

 Variable Scope: Private



The idea of the exercise is to introduce OpenMP in our serial version of 
Pi calculation code by doing minimum amount of work. 
Hints:
Copy the pi-serial version of code into Workbench/
Exercise2/c or ftn and start amending it to do the following
•  Focus on hot spots 
•  Use pragma omp parallel where you want to commence 

work sharing
•  Synchronization may be required in places which have 

dependencies, (hint: pi = (step * sum) may need your attention if sum 
is a private variable to each thread)

•  Use omp_get_wtime() function for time profiling. 

Exercise 3 (use OpenMP – first attempt) 



Iterations of the loop following the directive are executed in parallel
Syntax:
C/C++

#pragma omp for schedule(type [,chunk])\
  private(list) shared(list) nowait
 {
   /* for loop */
 }

Fortran
!$omp do schedule (type [,chunk])
!omp& private(list) shared(list)
   do loop goes here
!$omp end do nowait

Type = {static, dynamic, guided, runtime}
If nowait specified, threads do not synchronize at the end of loop

OpenMP Directives: Loop

  



•  Default scheduling determined by implementation
•  Static

•  Iterations are evenly divided contiguously among the threads
•  Statically assigned at the beginning of loop
•  Load imbalance may be an issue if iterations have different amounts of 

work
•  Low overhead

•  Dynamic
•  Assignment of threads determined at runtime (round robin)
•  Each thread gets more work after completing current work
•  Load balance is possible
•  Introduces extra overhead

OpenMP Directives: Loop Scheduling

  



Type	   Chunks?	   Chunk	  Size	   #	  Chunks	   Overhead	   Descrip<on	  

static no	   N/P P Lowest	   Simple	  sta7c	  

static yes	   C N/C Low	   Interleaved	  

dynamic no	   N/P P Medium	   Simple	  dynamic	  

dynamic yes	   C N/C High	   Dynamic	  

guided N/A	   ≤ N/P ≤ N/C Highest	   Dynamic	  op7mized	  

runtime Varies	   Varies	   Varies	   Varies	   Set	  by	  environment	  variable.	  	  
E.g.	  OMP_SCHEDULE=“dynamic,
4”	  

auto Compiler	   Compiler	   Compiler	  	   	  	   Set	  by	  compiler	  	  

OpenMP Directives: Loop Scheduling

Note: N = size of loop, P = number of threads, C = chunk size 



Which Loops Are Parallelizable?

Parallelizable
•  Number of iterations 

known upon entry, and 
does not change

•  Each iteration 
independent of all 
others

•  No data dependence

Not Parallelizable
•  Conditional loops 

(many while loops)
•  Iterator loops (e.g., 

iterating over std:: 
list<…> in C++)

•  Iterations dependent 
upon each other

•  Data dependence

Parallelizable 



/* Gaussian Elimination (no pivoting):
   x = A\b                              */

for (int i = 0; i < N-1; i++){
   for (int j = i; j < N; j++){
     double ratio = A[j][i]/A[i][i];
     for (int k = i; k < N; k++){
       A[j][k] -= (ratio*A[i][k]);
       b[j] -= (ratio*b[i]);
     }
   }
 }

Example: Parallelizable?



Example: Parallelizable?



Outermost Loop (i):
•  N-1 iterations
•  Iterations depend upon each other (values computed at 

step i-1 used in step i)
Inner loop (j):

•  N-i iterations (constant for given i)
•  Iterations can be performed in any order

Innermost loop (k):
•  N-i iterations (constant for given i)
•  Iterations can be performed in any order

Example: Parallelizable?



/* Gaussian Elimination (no pivoting):
   x = A\b                */

for (int i = 0; i < N-1; i++) {
#pragma omp parallel for shared(N,A,b,i) private(j,k) 
for (int j = i; j < N; j++) {
     double ratio = A[j][i]/A[i][i];
     for (int k = i; k < N; k++) {
       A[j][k] -= (ratio*A[i][k]);
       b[j] -= (ratio*b[i]);
    }
  }
}

Example: Parallelizable?

Note: can combine parallel and for into single pragma line 



#include <omp.h>
#define CHUNKSIZE 100
#define N     1000
int main ()  {
  int i, chunk;
  float a[N], b[N], c[N];
  /* Some initializations */
  for (i=0; i < N; i++)
    a[i] = b[i] = i * 1.0;
  chunk = CHUNKSIZE;
  #pragma omp parallel shared(a,b,c,chunk) private(i)  
  {  
    #pragma omp for schedule(dynamic,chunk) nowait  
    for (i=0; i < N; i++)    
      c[i] = a[i] + b[i];  
  }  /* end of parallel section */
  return 0;
}

Loop: Simple Example

  



•  Non-iterative work-sharing construct
•  Divide enclosed sections of code among threads (each 

section run by one thread once)
•  Each section directives needs to be nested within sections 

directive
Syntax: C/C++ Fortran

#pragma omp sections !$omp sections
{
  #pragma omp section !$omp section
  /* first section */   c First section
  #pragma omp section !$omp section
  /* next section */    c Second section
} !$omp end sections

OpenMP Directives: Sections

  



Sections: Simple Example
#include <omp.h>
#define N     1000
int main () {
  int i;
  double a[N], b[N];
  double c[N], d[N];
  /* Some initializations */
  for (i=0; i < N; i++) {  
    a[i] = i * 1.5;  
    b[i] = i + 22.35;
  }

  contd …

contd …
#pragma omp parallel \         
shared(a,b,c,d) private(i)  
  {  
    #pragma omp sections nowait    
    {    
      #pragma omp section
        for (i=0; i < N; i++)      
          c[i] = a[i] + b[i];    
      #pragma omp section    
        for (i=0; i < N; i++)

      d[i] = a[i] * b[i];   
     }  /* end of sections */ 
   }  /* end of parallel section */
return 0;
}

  



OpenMP Directives: Reduction
Reduces list of variables into one, using 
operator (e.g., max, sum, product, etc.)
Syntax
C/C++: 
       #pragma omp reduction(op : list)
Fortran:
      !$omp reduction(op : list)
where list is list of variables and op is one 
of following:

C/C++: +, -, *, &, ^, |, &&, or ||

Fortran: +, -, *, .and., .or., .eqv., .neqv., 
or max, min, iand, ior, ieor

#include <omp.h>
main (){
int   i, n, chunk;
float a[100], b[100], result;
/* Some initializations */
n = 100; chunk = 10; result = 0.0;
for (i=0; i < n; i++){
  a[i] = i * 1.0;
  b[i] = i * 2.0;}
#pragma omp parallel for \ 
default(shared) private(i)\  
schedule(static,chunk)\ 
reduction(+:result) { 

 for (i=0; i < n; i++)
  result = result + (a[i] * b[i]);
}
printf("Final result= %f\n",result);
}



Can we do better than what we did in exercise 2?
Copy the pi-serial code to Workbench/Exercise3/c 
or ftn and start amending to do the following:
Hints:
•  reduction on sum may be??

Exercise 4 (use OpenMP – second 
attempt) 



RUNTIME LIBRARY ROUTINES 
AND ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES

Panorama with snow-capped Mt. McKinley in Denali National Park, Alaska, USA, May 2011, by Rebecca Hartman-Baker.

  



void omp_set_num_threads(int num_threads)
Sets number of threads used in next parallel region
Must be called from serial portion of code

int omp_get_num_threads()
Returns number of threads currently in team executing parallel region 
from which it is called

int omp_get_thread_num()
Returns rank of thread 
0 ≤ omp_get_thread_num() < omp_get_num_threads()

OpenMP Runtime Library Routines

  



Set environment variables to control execution of 
parallel code
OMP_SCHEDULE

Determines how iterations of loops are scheduled
E.g., export OMP_SCHEDULE=“dynamic, 4”

OMP_NUM_THREADS
Sets maximum number of threads
E.g., export OMP_NUM_THREADS=4

OpenMP Environment Variables

  



USING OPENMP



Can write single source code for use with or without 
OpenMP
Pragmas are ignored
What about OpenMP runtime library routines?

_OPENMP macro is defined if OpenMP available: can use 
this to conditionally include omp.h header file, else redefine 
runtime library routines

Conditional Compilation



#ifdef _OPENMP
  #include <omp.h>
#else
  #define omp_get_thread_num() 0
#endif
…
int me = omp_get_thread_num();
…

Conditional Compilation



Enabling OpenMP Directives

Compiler	   Intel	   PGI	   GNU	   Cray	  
Flag	   -openmp -mp -fopenmp -h omp

•  Most standard compilers support OpenMP directives
•  Enable using compiler flags

Note: For Cray compiler, OpenMP is enabled by default.  
Disable OpenMP with -h noomp



Set OpenMP environment variables in batch scripts (e.g., 
include definition of OMP_NUM_THREADS in script)
Example: to run a hybrid code with 8 MPI processes and 3 
threads/MPI process:

export OMP_NUM_THREADS=3
aprun -n 8 -d 3 ./myprog  

Running Programs with OpenMP 
Directives

  


